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ong prescribed as a boozy salve for drinkers coming 
in from the cold or feeling under the weather, warm 
cocktails can also conjure nostalgia for the holidays 
and even challenge drinkers’ notions of hot quaffs as 

bartenders get into funky teas, root vegetables and fungi. 
 “A hot cocktail is there for whoever needs it,” says Matthew 
Voss, head bartender at Marvel Bar, Minneapolis. “For someone 
coming in on a frigid night, they’re probably thinking, ‘all I need 
is to warm up.’ Or maybe they’re finishing their meal and want a 
little indulgence or something to help them digest.” 
 In the long, oft-punishing Minnesota winters, Marvel Bar 
offers a seasonal Boiler Bar menu of six warm cocktails that 
range from minimalist, spirit-driven toddies to classic eggnog 
or mulled wine, and edgier concoctions such as a bitter scotch/
coffee/cynar-based cocktail. 
 JP Fetherston, senior bar manager and global trainer at Drink 
Company (which owns Washington, D.C., bars Southern Efficiency, 
Eat the Rich, Mockingbird Hill and Columbia Room), says he tends 
to conceive of classic hot drinks in two categories. “There are the 
ones on the warming, rich side—the stuff that reminds you of how 
a cup of cocoa feels. The other side of that are the ones that put me 
more in the mind of teas—that drier, lighter flavor profile.” 

Mulled or eggnog-ish
 Rich and creamy or warmly spiced cocktails can conjure 
nostalgic taste memories of a hot cup of cocoa after a long day in 
the snow, or the cinnamon- and clove-scented holiday season. 
 In a nod to Minnesota’s sizeable Scandinavian population, 
Marvel Bar brews big batches of glögg each winter, which it 
gives out in clear mugs to guests coming in or leaving as a “fun, 
festive gesture,” Voss says. The mulled wine blends lighter pinot 
noir with brandy, honey, orange zest and Christmasy spices such 
as cinnamon, cardamom, nutmeg and clove. 
 Pittsburgh-based cocktail bar and restaurant Bar Marco 
makes a less-traditional mulled wine starring locally sourced 
tart hibiscus tea along with red wine, orange liqueur, ginger 

and clove. “The orange liqueur and red wine are smooth, but 
really let the hibiscus shine,” says general manager Joslynne 
Kauilani, noting that the warming spices bring the drink back 
to “sitting by the fire on a cold night.”
 When Chicago gets pummeled with prolonged bouts of subzero 
temperatures or heavy snow, Blackbird restaurant and speakeasy 
cocktail lounge The Violet Hour (both part of One Off Hospitality 
Group) each menu a version of the Tom and Jerry. Blackbird’s chief 
mixologist Kyle Davidson calls it “the king of winter warm drinks.”
 Not to be confused with eggnog, this beloved Upper Mid-
western holiday cocktail is rich and spicy, blending sugar-laden 
egg yolks with whipped egg whites, scalding milk and warming 
spices. (Its somewhat murky origins date back to the 1800s, when 
it was purportedly invented by journalist Pierce Egan and named 
after the principal characters in his 1821 novel, The Day and 
Night Scenes of Jerry Hawthorn, Esq. and His Elegant Friend 
Corinthian Tom (Chatto & Windus).
 “This is a classic drink that everyone has their own recipe for,” 
Davidson says. “I like to put orange curaçao into the batter, and 
also eschew the traditional cognac in place of whiskey and rum.”  
 At The Violet Hour, bar manager Patrick Smith whips egg 
whites till stiff peaks form and mixes the yolks separately with 
a “hefty” dose of sugar—about a pound per 15 to 20 eggs. To 
loosen the mixture and dissolve the sugar, he adds angostura 
bitters and navy-strength Jamaican rum. Once incorporated, 
he adds ground cinnamon, allspice, clove, blade mace, chicory 
and cardamom before folding it into the beaten whites. He adds 
two fingers of the final batter to a mug along with bourbon or 
rum, hot milk and a dusting of fresh nutmeg.
 Voss, on the other hand, likes to start Bar Marvel’s Tom 
and Jerry back in September, when he infuses the egg yolks 
with rum or brandy, warm spices and heavy cream. “I like the 
depth and complexity it gets from resting for a few months,” he 
says. After the final product is mixed with the whipped whites, 
brandy and milk, he tops it with vanilla whipped cream for a 
warm dessert cocktail.
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Warm cocktails offer more 
than a hot drink.
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Tasting hot vs. cold
 Working with hot beverages poses a different set of challenges than working with cold—primarily 
because heat affects how we perceive and taste sweet, sour, bitter, herbaceous and even alcohol, 
Fetherston says. “Bitterness and acidity, in particular, you have to be really careful with. If there’s 
a lot of acid in a drink you’re making warm, the acidity and heat together is an intense combination 
for the palate.” 
 One litmus test for Fetherston when making a toddy—a historic cold remedy blending hot water, 
whiskey and a squeeze of citrus juice—is if the drink “smells or tastes at all like Theraflu.” He thus 
leans more heavily on the citrus peel, which provides essential oils without the bite of acid.
 Bartenders also dial back the alcohol in hot beverages, as it tastes much stronger. “For a 
cold cocktail, we typically use two ounces of spirit, and for hot drinks, we usually use about one 
ounce,” Smith says, adding that he typically ups the sugar content, as well.
 And, much like food, adding a dash of salt amplifies flavors in a hot (or cold) drink, Voss says. In the 
Miss Marple toddy, a dash of sea salt heightens the flavors of brandy, lemon, honey and Earl Grey tea.
 But just as important as a balanced cocktail is keeping it hot till the guest finishes it, Smith 
says. He starts warm cocktails by priming the mug in hot water to warm the glass. The cocktail 
is built in a tin placed inside the mug of hot water, “which acts like a double-boiler, warming up 
room-temperature ingredients,” he says. The priming water is then dumped and replaced by the 
warmed ingredients, followed by whatever hot base the drink calls for.

Pairings and the funky, savory side of hot drinks
 Given their intense effects on the palate and often predominantly sweet flavor profiles, hot 
cocktails are challenging to pair with food. In Maria del Mar Sacasa’s Winter Cocktails (Quirk 
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mulled whiTe wiNe
From Winter Cocktails (Quirk Books, 

2013), by Maria del Mar Sacasa

YIELD: 4

2 t. black peppercorns
2 t. whole cloves
1 (750-mil) bottle white zinfandel
¼ cup granulated sugar
1 small bunch sage
1 small bunch thyme
Rind + 2 T. juice from 1 lemon
1 cup pear eau-de-vie or brandy
1 firm, ripe pear, peeled, cored,  
   thinly sliced

Method: Place peppercorns and cloves 
in medium saucepan; stir over medium 
heat until fragrant, about 2 minutes. 
Add wine, sugar, sage, thyme, and 
lemon rind and juice; bring to a simmer 
over medium heat, stirring until sugar 
is completely dissolved. Reduce heat to 
lowest setting; simmer for 10 minutes. 
Strain mixture through fine-mesh 
sieve into bowl; discard solids. Return 
mixture to saucepan; stir in eau-de-vie 
and pear slices. Simmer over medium-
low heat until pears are fork-tender but 
still retain shape, 8-10 minutes. Serve.
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Books, 2013), she recommends pairing toddies with glazed or sage/sugar-rolled doughnut holes 
for a comforting dessert. 
 One of Bar Marco’s best-selling warm cocktails—the Hot Buttered Sazerac, made with equal parts 
hot water and sazerac with a pat of butter floated on top—is most often sold at brunch. “We see a lot of 
people coming in on a cold or snowy day and ordering that sazerac with pancakes,” Kauilani says.
 Only one cocktail at Marvel Bar is paired with a nosh. The Japanese-inspired Shochu Oyuwari—
blending floral Nadeshiko shochu with hot water and a dash of sea salt—comes flanked by traditional 
dried fish snacks. “They’re salty and make you want to take another sip,” Voss says.
 Savory ingredients are also working their way into hot beverages. Fetherston was recently 
inspired by a cold scotch and mushroom cocktail at London’s award-winning Artesian bar in The 
Langham hotel. “It put me in mind of broths—and got me wanting to try incorporating a consommé 
into some kind of punch with scotch and mushrooms,” he says. “There’s nothing better on a cold 
night than a nice steaming bowl of broth, except maybe one with booze.”
 Incorporating savory ingredients also comes from transitioning cocktail menus alongside 
what’s in season and readily available. At Eat the Rich, that means swapping the coconut juice in a 
summer slushy for earthy, sweet carrot juice in a warm, wintry punch, Fetherston says.
 The explosion of the U.S. tea market (up 20% since 2000, according to London-based market 
intelligence firm Euromonitor International) also opens the door for innovation in hot cocktails, 
though it presents new challenges in balancing flavors—given tea’s inherent subtle complexity.
 When creating the hibiscus mulled wine cocktail, Kauilani steeped three versions of the 
hibiscus tea, and ended up swapping orange brandy out for sweeter, less-pronounced orange 
liqueur. “Do with the cocktail what you’d mix with the tea on its own,” she says. 
 Looking to stretch himself beyond aromatic Earl Grey and fruity herbal teas, Fetherston 
is starting to experiment with the savory side of tea—blending “funky, musty oolongs” with 
smoky mezcal or the oxidized flavors of barrel-aged sherry.
 With tea imports also up 40% since 2004, bartenders such as Voss are getting increasingly 
inspired by some of the funkier imports. “People are importing some really crazy, funky old 
teas, and finding ways to balance them with spirits without overwhelming them is difficult,” he 
says. “But I’m excited to see the future of that. Getting on the same wavelength as some dirty, 
grassy tea that smells like moss or an old wet cellar is so exciting, and it brings up some crazy 
taste memories for the guest. Hearing people describe what they taste is half the fun.”
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hoT Toddy
From Winter Cocktails (Quirk Books, 

2013), by Maria del Mar Sacasa

YIELD: 4

6 T. honey
8 oz. bourbon, rye whiskey or dark rum
24 oz. boiling water
4 lemon slices

Method: Pour 1½ T. honey in each of 
four warmed cups. Add bourbon, rye 
or rum, then water. Stir until honey 
is completely dissolved. Garnish with 
lemon slice; serve.

Gin Toddy: substitute kumquat/thyme 
infused gin or chamomile/pear-infused 
gin for bourbon.

applejack Toddy: substitute pure 
maple syrup for honey and applejack 
for bourbon. Cinnamon tea may be 
substituted for boiling water.

Above left: vietnamese whipped 
coffee is an indulgent brunch cocktail 
blending dark roast vietnamese coffee 
and coconut milk enriched with egg 
yolks, Scotch whisky, palm sugar, 
orange blossom water and warming 
spices, topped off with whipped egg 
whites and a dusting of cinnamon. 
Above right: versatile hot toddies 
are a good way to use infused liquors 
such as kumquat- or chamomile-
infused gin, and can be flavored 
further by substituting hot tea for the 
boiling water.


